INTRODUCTION


A look back at the crypto-currency market's major accomplishments in each year: 2017 for ICOs, 2018
for smart Contracts, 2019 for stable currencies, and 2020 for DeFi. NFT will reach its pinnacle in 2021.



The non-fungible token space (NFT) first arose in 2012, but it wasn't widely known until 2017, when the
first crypto games were launched on the Ethereum network. The crypto-currency bubble burst at the
start of 2020 prepared the ground for NFT to emerge as the newest investing trend, boosted by both
gaming and digital assets. According to NonFungible.com, NFT sales will exceed $2 billion in the first
quarter of 2021, which is more than 20 times the previous quarter's amount.



Decentralized finance (DeFi) swept the crypto world in 2020, with extraordinarily strong growth
numbers for the previous seven months in a row. As we enter the second quarter of 2021, the value of
DeFi continues to rise - the entire value of DeFi projects has surpassed $100 billion, up from roughly
$40 billion in 2019. Despite its quick expansion, DeFi continues to be a popular trend with plenty of
space for innovation.

WHY BAEC NFT
We saw DeFi's spectacular rise in 2020 and soaring in 2021, and we have high hopes for NFT, which is now the most
anticipated trend. NFTs are a fantastic concept, connecting Tokens with a particular aspect such as digital art and music,
or even real estate. NFT assets, on the other hand, was created at a significant cost on the Ethereum blockchain.
Exorbitant gas prices have threatened to stifle new project launches' inventiveness and innovation. Furthermore,
established projects are losing user interest – ETH users are paying hundreds of dollars in transaction fees for staking,
claiming, and routine trading. In actuality, because human beings are always progressing to find new solutions and paths
for the challenges they face, this may not be enough to prevent the development of the NFT.
Bored Alien Extreme Club began as a forerunner, developed in a friendlier, stable, and healthy development
environment. Our long-term goal for NFT is to create a Polygon Block Chain-based NFT ecosystem. (We carefully analyze
if the generation and trade NFT emits a significant number of emissions and consumes a significant amount of
electricity.) We can reduce gas costs while increasing scalability and reliability by adopting Polygon Block Chain. Because
of its features and popularity, a growing number of projects, use cases, and applications on the Polygon Block Chain are
being developed every day.

NFT SPECIFICATION

 TOKEN STANDARD

-

ERC-1155

 BLOCKCHAIN

-

POLYGON NETWORK

 METADATA

-

EDITABLE

THE BAEC SOCIETY
THE CLUB
Bored Alien Extreme Club (BAEC) is a unique collection of 500 Bored Alien NFTs
- Unique digital collectibles living on the Ethereum & Polygon blockchain. Your
bored alien is used to grant extensive access to all BAEC products, services and
events happening in the alien's world.

THE BAEC SOCIETY
THE SPACE REALM
Each Bored Alien is unique and programmatically generated from over 40
possible traits, including expression, headwear, clothing, and more. All aliens are
dope, but some are rarer than others. The aliens are stored as ERC-1155 tokens
on the Polygon blockchain and hosted on IPFS. To access members-only areas
such as THE ROOM, Alien holders will be given exclusive access to this area and
more.

THE SPACE REALM
Each Bored Alien is unique and
programmatically generated from over 40
possible traits, including expression,
headwear, clothing, and more. All aliens are
dope, but some are rarer than others.
The aliens are stored as ERC-1155 tokens on
the Polygon block-chain and hosted on IPFS.
Purchasing an alien currently ranges on
within a floor price of 0.05 Eth per bored
alien.
To access members-only areas such as THE
SHIP, Alien holders will be given exclusive
access to this area and more.

500 uniquely generated bored aliens tokens. All bored aliens are on a fair
distribution and cost 0.05 Eth individually. Ownership and commercial usage rights
given to the consumer over their NFT, the ship is an exclusive space for all bored
alien holders gain additional benefits through roadmap activations
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